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Well OK, I have to give thanks to all the contributors who gave me some copy for this
months magazine.

Future Trips

Don’t forget it is your magazine – if you want to advertise trips, tell us what a
wonderful time you had on your holiday, say thankyou to the instructors who trained
you, tell us about your first dive etc etc then THIS is the place to do it!
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Without your input the magazine will be a boring place and I’ll have to tell you more
about the animals down on Phil Litchfield’s farm!
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So lets have some articles, doesn’t have to be extensive, doesn’t have to have pictures,
just tell us how you are getting on and enjoying our hobby!
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Did anyone spot my ‘deliberate’ mistake last month? – putting the training programme in
twice!
IanJ

Calendar
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News Views Announcements Rumours and Letters… and e-mails
(And still there have been no letters)
Trip to Bovi

Keeping Hydrated

The weather was absolutely gorgeous for the weekend,
diving conditions we couldn’t really ask for better, as it
was sunny but not hot, and the sea was very calm, The
Saturday we got the majority of the diving done. We
had 17 people in attendance to the trip and over the
weekend we managed a total of 69 dives. One of the
ocean divers who had never dived other than in a pool
managed to complete his ocean diver and get signed off.
A massive thanks to Fran for organising the trip and
ensuring it ran smoothly.

Now we should all know how important it is keeping hydrated when
we go diving and not only should you keep hydrated, but you should
ideally keep the salt levels up as well. Some companies make special
preparations to do this – and this is one supermarket offering:

Andrew Holdsworth
Farming Corner
Reported in last month’s Freeflow was the new arrival
at the Litchfield Estate – one little lamb! Well the
score now is 6 little lambs – which this intrepid
reporter has actually seen. This doubles the size of the
flock! Rumours about incestuous relationships and
sweet little lambs ‘going for meat’ may have some truth
in them. It all happens down on the farm!

Hmm so that would be a drink then!
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Real Ingredients
Keeping on the theme of packaging… seen on the bag of a
packet of crisps by a well know local crisp manufacturer

Off the old trailer

The other option… imaginary ingredients!
IanJ

New Trailer for Skinny
Nigel has been busy this month – what with taking Chilly
back to the suppliers, going diving, he has also found time to
acquire a new trailer for Skinny… AND swap the boat over.
And this is how he did it:
Onto the new one
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Loaded ready for the road

Adjusted
So now we have a shiny new trailer for Skinny as well as a Shiny new
Boat and Trailer in Chilly
What’s the plans for next month Nigel?
(Wouldn’t want you to get bored!)

But isn’t the drawbar a bit long?
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FUTURE TRIPS
RED SEA May 2010
Mike Flatt is planning to run a Red Sea Trip in May 2010 –
more in his own words:
I am looking at two possible dates , Saturday May 01st-08th
and Sat May 30th-June 06th.
The first week is the may day bank holiday but only the
monday is a school holiday.
The second is the Bank holiday and School half term week.
The reason I have put both dates is the price difference, as
with all school holidays the cost is more. I have spoken with
Tony Backhurst Scuba and have some estimate prices. They
will not give a fixed price at this time due to various
reasons" to many to list" but the usual fuel, Exchange rate
are top of the list. If we confirm a booking they will confirm
the price.
Week one doing the Northern Wrecks & Reef's is £800. The
second week is £975 for the same trip. This is apparently
due mainly to the flight surcharge for school holidays.
If anyone interested can let me know there preference of
date etc It will help me try to sort out a trip plan and see
which date people want.
To get the best deal we need to fill the boat ( 20 places).
The requirement is Sports Diver + 30 dives.
Ocean Divers will have 12 months to get up to this level,
although less qualified divers can be taken with Tony
Backhurst's permission but will not be able to do all the
dives.

Non divers can go and may get a small reduction in price again this
will depend on how many non divers.
Included in the price are return flights to Sharm, Transfers to the
boat, Full board on the boat inc dive weights and cylinder, Hotel on
the last night and transfer to airport.
You can log on to www.scuba.co.uk and look at either Typhoon or
Whirlwind to see the Quality of boat and fittings.
As a club we have done this trip many times and it is a fantastic
trip, I know that some company's are cheaper and offer the same
but when you see the Tornado Marine boats they are miles ahead in
terms of spec & comfort.
If you want anymore info please call or e-mail me
Cheers
Mike
07768 427711
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MALTA October 2009
Time Deacon (Bash) is Planning a trip to Malta – again more in
his own words:
Is anyone interested in a long weekend diving in Malta
beginning of October.
I have dived there the last 2 years about this time. The
water temp is about 24C the air about the same. Visibility
(underwater) is about 10-20m . There is plenty of wrecks
and caves, but not that many fish (did see a big school of
Barracuda though). Most of the diving is shore based just
turn up and jump in; it’s not that busy at that time of year.
If I get enough interest I could look at hiring a boat to do
some deeper stuff 40m +.
The dive operator I use is Subway Scuba [subwayscuba.com]
5 tanks and weights for £35 [or we can have guided diving
for £30/dive] you need to be sports diver or PADI AOW to
dive independently unless we have an instructor with us [see
website].
Below is a basic itinerary costing for trip priced on 28/5/09
flights and accommodation may alter the longer we leave it. I
would need the flight and hotel money up front.
Itinerary:Flight Ryanair Luton Thursday 16-40 1/10. Returning Sunday
21-25 4/1 Luggage allowance 15kg (hold) 10kg (hand) you can
book extra if you need it!

Hotel Topaz in Buggibba 3-4* self catering
Diving 5 tanks and weights
Car hire
Approx. costings based on 2 sharing
Flight
Hotel
Diving
Car hire

£125
£ 21
£ 35
£ 25

Total

£206

Extras airport parking approx £30/car
Beer and food Malta is quite reasonable depending on the Euro
If anyone is interested or wants more details please let me know
Tim Deacon [ Bash ]
bash@bash.demon.co.uk
07803494260
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DO’s bit
The boat in fact struggles to plane, and in choppy water as soon as you drop
off the plane you need to work very hard including shifting the load forward
to get back on the plane.

After the last couple of years finally we seem to have some decent weather.
There is nothing like a few good weekends to get us all back into diving mode
and to renew our enthusiasm. There have already been several trips and
Scapa approaches, with a Weymouth RIB trip over the last weekend of Scapa.
Sadly, Mike’s Farnes trip had to be cancelled due to bad weather, but there
really is no point in driving more than 250 miles to stand on the harbour wall.

What we are certain of is that this is not a fundamental problem, but a
matter of set-up only. i.e. height of engine, angle of trim, prop size or pitch,
etc. The boat is currently back at Ribcraft’s works for them to check over
and take to the coast for trials. They will contact me in the next couple of
days with (hopefully) the solution. They have undertaken to sort it out and do
what ever is required to give us the boat that we ordered. That is, a boat
that will take 6 divers with kit and comfortably maintain planing speed in
reasonable conditions.

On the subject of RIB’s. Skinny Dip now has a new trailer, which is a much
better trailer than the original. With multiple rollers it runs so easily that you
can move it by hand on the rollers.
Make sure it is well secured for the road!
We have now dispensed with the old ‘over the boat’ straps in favour of one
short one at the bow and two from the hooks at the stern. They are much
more secure and will not affect the warrantee on Chilly Dip, which could be
void, if we strap over the tubes.

What amazes and irritates me is that Ribcraft who are acknowledged to be
one of the best, if not the best RIB builder in the UK, cannot take a tried and
tested engine and pair it with their own boat with complete success every
time.
Although every boat is slightly different and we did in fact make some
alterations to the standard unit, including moving the console forward (this
should in fact make things better as far as getting the boat on the plane is
concerned) their experience should include every conceivable combination.

Chilly Dip. I’m sure that every one knows that we have had a problem with
the new boat.
Lucky Dip gave us excellent service for 9 years, but we always acknowledged
that the engine was just that little bit too small and did sometimes struggle
to get up on the plane with a full load.

We will however succeed, and hopefully by the time of the Weymouth trip in
a week and a half all will be well.
At least Ribcraft are better than Humber who could not even tell us how
much the boat would weigh within 100 kg!

The solution was to have a slightly larger unit.
We in fact went for a 40% larger engine.
With a boat of the same size you would think that the additional power would
make life much easier and although we knew that it would use a little more
fuel, we thought that we would be able to throttle back as soon as the boat
was planing and provided you did not want to go racing, the net result may
even be a saving of fuel.

A couple of reminders, please use full SMB’s anywhere near any surface
activity.
Check that you have no sharp bits on your pony brackets, I have just cut the
end of my jubilee clip off.
A good season’s diving to all.

Not so.

Nigel
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BILL & MEGGIE JOHNSON - Sneaky Farnes Dip 23/24 May.
We drove up on the Friday night and camped at the Budle Bay
campsite; a bit rough and ready but a very warm and
helpful welcome for two latecomers in the dark (bank holiday
traffic had been terrible) and very cheap, so worth
remembering for you cash-strapped budget divers. Saturday
morning, only 10 minutes' drive away, dead easy, good
value parking was available as usual on the quayside - £4 for the
day - and Sovereign II was smack on time. The boat was packed
with divers because several had dropped out last-minute,
resulting in everyone from both the Sovereign boats being put
onto the one. This lead to plenty of chat and people getting
know one another, even if a little crowded.

I'm not a regular contributor, mainly because I can't see how
anyone could possibly be interested in my diving exploits; heaven
knows you've all got plenty of your own going on. But our
esteemed Editor is complaining loudly about a lack of waffle to
fill the pages of this month's edition, so I'll have a go. There
are no references to sex, violence or drugs in what follows, so
please feel free to skip straight on to the next article if
you prefer.
As Treasurer, one Club tripsheet after another has come into
my hands this year, and each fresh one brings a new
disappointment that I can't make it because of other
commitments. It's just one of those things - rather like No 27
buses, or policemen? - something along those lines anyway.
Added to this, my daughter Meg, mystery club member
whom hardly any or you have yet met because she lives and
works in Guildford as a Sports Therapist, can only manage
certain weekends to go diving.

A very light wind gave us a fluffy surface and an easy ride out
to the Callars (I think? Farnes veterans please correct me)
where we dived the wreck of the Britannia
http://www.divemagazine.co.uk/news/article.asp?UAN=2071&v=
5&sp . No Seal - Big Eel. A huge fella lurking in one of the
Britannia's boilers (which is pretty much all that's left of the
old steamer for the casual diver to see) who was not best
pleased with my LED torch in his eyes. Meg, on her first
'proper' sea dive, was thrilled with the profusion of Dead Mens'
Finger, Urchins and the other typical fauna that is the hallmark
of that area. Her weighting and buoyancy control were both
bang on the money. As a PADI OW > Ocean crossover, she's still
fairly new in a drysuit so was a little apprehensive - so that
was another good step forward. During sandwiches (ours) and
tea / coffee (theirs) we had trundled over to the Blue Caps

The upshot of all this is that much of my 'trip' diving this year
is arranged with Meg as my buddy. So when the dates for Mike
Flatt's trip to the Farnes didn't fit my diary yet again, I ended
up arranging one for Meg and myself to visit the seals last
weekend, 23 May, instead. Mike: I'm sure you won't think I'm
gloating when I tell you that the weather was Perfect (with a
capital P) and that the diving, despite raised eyebrows when I
mentioned to some that we were going out with Sovereign,
was very nicely along the same lines.
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for a tasty lunchtime sandwich - such a shame. A leisurely,
crab-free lunch interval took us out to The Hopper which was
truly alive with seals - and this time we weren't disappointed.
We bounced down to 20 and immediately started our ascent via
the steep walls with their deep gullies and the big swim-through.
As we approached it, a dark flash shot underneath us on the sea
bed - and suddenly there it was. An almost black juvenile
investigating the pair of us with another pair of divers nearby,
camera at the ready. The inquisitive visitor decided that Meg's
fins were far too yellow and might eat him, but my dark blue
ones were far less threatening. So there was Meg, nearly
spitting out her reg with excitement as the seal nibbled away at
my proffered fins with pearly white teeth until he got bored
and swam away. Then, within a minute, another, greyer seal
appeared, hovering just an arm's length away from Meg's face
trying to work out whether she was friend or foe, before
disappearing into the gloom.

where there were plenty of seals lazing around. We dived the
wall, through one of the guts, and into several of the gaps,
crevasses and gullies in search of playmates for Meg. All right, I
admit it - for me too. We did come across one very large grey
gentleman, but we surprised him and he shot off before we'd
had a good look. It was bit chilly and grey on the way back and
the sea had fetched up to a good lumpy roll, so one lady on board
looked decidedly miserable and a fetching shade of greyish
green. Luckily, though, we didn't witness the contents of her
sandwiches.
And that should have been that as far as Sovereign were
concerned. But as we arrived back at the quayside, the skipper
asked if we'd like a second day with them because even more
divers had dropped out of the Sunday. We were due to do a
couple of Meg's Sports dives off St Abbs harbour wall, so it
was no contest really. With the change of plan, we grabbed a
(newly vacant) twin room at Sovereign's excellent B&B. For
twenty five quid a head you get a warm, comfortable room with a
welcome to match, the use of a large garage to hang and store
your kit, and best of all a hearty Full English Breakfast that is
timed (get this!) in accordance with Ropes Off. You just couldn't
wish for better now, could you?

Viz was only 6 or 7 metres so the camera shot wasn't good
quality (it was a compact) , but these encounters were enough to
convert a Thailand trained PADI diver to British diving, good
and proper. Another tick in the box I think. And who cares
about Meg's Sports dives - she'll get them signed off anyway
at her Army club in Aldershot in plenty of time for our
impending Red Sea trip. As someone once said to
me, "You mustn't let qualifications get in the way of a good
dive".

Sunday brought bright, warm sunshine, an almost glassy sea, and
a spacious total of only eight divers on the boat, all of whom had
been at the B&B, so everyone now knew each other which makes
for a fun day's diving. We did Longstone End in the morning,
with reported sightings of huge lobsters in the deep cracks, now
increasingly prevalent since the area has become designated 'No
Take' for divers. Poor old Dave Wilson. He'll just have to stick
to West Bay. Meg and I incurred the wrath of a crab big enough

I'm sure BSAC wouldn't publish anything as irresponsible as
that, but you get my drift.
Bill J.
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Statistics - The Men are back on Top!
Very brief this month – just the statistics chart – well it’s all going to change with Scapa coming up!
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